
 

 

 
 

12° MEMORIAL WALTER CAVALLO 
INTERNATIONAL KARATE COMPETITION 

LANCIANO (CHIETI) - May 1, 2022 
Sports Hall - Via Decorati al Valor Militare e Civile 

KARATE TEAM ITALIA & D.A. - ASD C.S.K.S. LANCIANO KARATE 

With the patronage of the MUNICIPALITY OF LANCIANO 
 

Competition open to all Associations or Federations 
 

AWARDS 

 CUP / TROPHY TO THE WINNER OF THE OPEN CATEGORY; 

 MEDAL FOR ATHLETES CLASSIFIED FROM 1ST TO 3RD PLACE; 

 MEDAL FOR THE CLASSIFIED AT 5th / 7th PLACE (All participants); 

 DIPLOMA, WITH RANKING SPACE, FOR ALL PARTICIPANTS;  

REGISTRATION 
Registration only by e-mail with a copy of the bank transfer attached; 

iscrizionigare@karateteamitalia.it 

REGISTRATION DEADLINE: April 21, 2022 or upon reaching 400 registrations.  
The registration forms attached in Excel ** are the only way to register for the race. ** Please do 

not modify the Excel file in any way  

For any information do not hesitate to contact: the Secretariat: segreteria@karateteamitalia.it 

Pietro Antonacci presidente@karateteamitalia.it o WhatsApp +39 3386513310 

REGISTRATION FEES: 
€ 20.00 for each Category; 

Demonstrative Kata € 10.00 - Kata Duo € 30.00 - Team Kata € 45.00 

Kumite Balloon € 10.00; - Demonstrative Kumite € 10.00 per Athlete 

ATHLETES WITH DISABILITIES FREE REGISTRATION 

Registration fees must be paid 

exclusively by bank transfer 

made out to: KARATE TEAM ITALIA & D.A. 

Reason: 12 ° MEMORIAL WALTER CAVALLO 

IBAN: IT 92 V 01030 77751 000000326073 
 

For information: Tel. 338 6513310 (M ° Pietro Antonacci) - 0872 320226 
 

The copy of the bank transfer must be sent by April 21 by e-mail to:  

iscrizionigare@karateteamitalia.it  asking for confirmation of receipt. 
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PLAN 
8:00 - 8:30 Registration check - 8:30 COMPETITION START 

 

 

Timetables are provisional, the definitive ones will be communicated by April 24th. 

Awards on the podium at the end of each category  
 
 
 
 
 
 

Timetable Competition Class / Age 

8:30 

Kata Dimostrativo 

Kumite Dimostrativo 

Pulcini/Bambini (4-5-6 anni) 

Pulcini (4-5 anni) 

Kata Open Stile m/f Bambini (6-7 anni) 

Kumite Dimostrativo 

Kumite Palloncino 
         Bambini (6-7 anni) Ragazzi (8-9 anni)  

Speranze (10-11 anni)   Esordienti (12-13 anni) 

 

Kumite Promotional 
Bambini (6-7 anni) 

10:00 

 

Kata a Squadre Duo m/f/misto 

 

Ragazzi/Speranze (8-11 anni) 
Esordienti/Cadetti (12-15 anni) 

Kata Individuale 

 Atleti con disabilità m/f 
Le categorie saranno definite al momento dell’iscrizione 

10:30 

Kata a Squadre m/f 
Ragazzi/Speranze (8-11 anni) 
Esordienti/Cadetti (12-15 anni) 

 

Kata Individuale m/f   

 

Ragazzi (8-9 anni) Speranze (10-11 anni )     
Esordienti fino a Blu (12-13 anni) 

12:00 

 

Kata a Squadre m/f   

 

Master (+ 36 anni)   
Junior/Under 21/Senior (16-35 anni)   

Kata Individuale per Stile m/f Esordienti (M/N) Cadetti (14-15 anni) 
Junior (16-17 anni) Senior (18-35 anni) 

14:00 Kata Individuale per Stile m/f 
Under 21 (18-20 anni) 

Master A-B (36-45 anni) Master C-D (+45 anni) 

14:30 Kumite Promotional m/f 
Ragazzi (8-9 anni) 

Speranze (10-11 anni) Esordienti (12-13 anni) 

15:30 Kumite m/f Cadetti (14-15 anni) Junior (16-17 anni) 

16:30 Kumite m/f Under 21 (18-20 anni) Senior (18-35 anni) 



SPECIFIC FOR ALL COMPETITIONS PROVIDED 
 
 

DEMONSTRATIVE KUMITE 
 
The Demonstrative Kumite is a competition dedicated to practitioners aged 6 to 13 years. 
It can be Male, Female or mixed, they compete all together, divided as per competition 
category from 1 to 5. 
The athletes who compete must be from the same club and will perform in 2 consecutive 
tests of technical-demonstrative content. Their performance will be scored. 
1st test: Kihon preparatory kumite empty - 2nd test: demonstrative kumite Evaluation 
criteria 1st test: Technique and Symmetry 
Evaluation criteria 2nd test: Technique - Symmetry - Distance - Control 
Procedure: The two athletes position themselves in front of the central referee who will give 
the command to start the first trial, at the end, the athletes immediately turn towards each 
other and at the command of the referee begin the second trial of the demonstrative 
kumite. At the end they turn to the central referee waiting for the evaluation. 
Contact is absolutely forbidden. 
DURATION OF THE TEST 
Chicks and Children: 1st test 10 seconds 2nd test 20 seconds (30 "without interruption) 
Boys and Hope: 1st test 15 seconds 2nd test 20 seconds (35 "without interruption) 
Beginners: 1st test 15 seconds 2nd test 30 seconds (45 "without interruption) 
MANDATORY PROTECTIONS OPTIONAL PROTECTIONS 
Gloves, Bodice and Shin-Foot Shell and Helmet 
For Chicks and Children the shin guard is optional, just the foot guard. The bodice is also 
optional. 
 

KUMITE WITH BALLOON 
 

 
The Kumite Balloon is a competition dedicated to Athletes aged 6 to 13 years. 
The competition is made with two balloons placed at two heights Jodan and Chudan. The 
evaluation will be on score. 
Evaluation criteria: Technique - Symmetry - Distance - Control 
Contact with the balloon is prohibited (any contact will be penalized); 
DURATION OF THE TEST 
Chicks: 20 seconds Children-Boys-Hopes-Beginners: 30 seconds 
MANDATORY PROTECTIONS 
Gloves 
 
 
 



PROMOTIONAL INDIVIDUAL KUMITE 
Kumite Promotional is the Competition dedicated to Pre-Agonists, ages 6 to 13. 
COMPETITION RULES: In Kumite Promotional it is not allowed to jump from category 
but all participants will be able to compete in their weight category and in the Open. 
Those who are not registered in their weight category cannot participate in the Open. 
Where necessary, the organization reserves the right to combine weight and age categories. 
These changes will be communicated at least three days in advance to the companies 
concerned for approval. 
The minimum rank to be able to participate is the YELLOW belt. 
In the case of fewer than 4 participants, the Blue-Brown-Black belts will compete with the 
Girone all'Italiana system, while the Yellow-Green belts with the single elimination system. 
Duration: Children, Teens 60 seconds; Hopes, Beginners 90 seconds. 
REPECHAGE: only provided for the Blue-Brown-Blacks 
 

MANDATORY PROTECTIONS 
Gloves - Shin + Foot - Bodice - Shell (M) - Helmet 
Children (6-7 years) may not wear the shin guard and therefore only the foot guard. 
Protection colors (Gloves and Shin / Foot) accepted Red and Blue / White. 
EXCEPTIONALLY in these categories to avoid wasting time you can compete with the belt 
of your rank. For the same reason it will be enough to have only the gloves of the color 
corresponding to the call. 
 

INDIVIDUAL KUMITE AGONISTS 
The Kumite Agonisti is the competition dedicated to Agonists, ages 14 to 35. 
COMPETITION RULES: In Kumite Agonists it is not allowed to jump from category but 
all participants will be able to compete in their weight category and in the Open. 
Those who are not registered in their weight category cannot participate in the Open. 
Where necessary, the organization reserves the right to combine weight and age categories. 
These changes will be communicated two / three days before to the companies concerned 
for approval. 
The minimum rank to be able to participate is the YELLOW belt. 
In the case of fewer than 4 participants, the Blue-Brown-Black belts will compete with the 
Girone all'Italiana system, while the Yellow-Green belts with the single elimination system. 
Only for Blue / Brown / Black, in the event that there are only two Athletes in the 
Category, they will make two matches with a ROUND and RETURN mode. 
Duration: 2 minutes. 
 
REPECHAGE: only provided for the Blue-Brown-Blacks 
 
MANDATORY PROTECTIONS 
Gloves - Shin + Foot - Bodice - Shell (M) - Helmet 
Protection colors (Gloves and Shin / Foot) accepted Red and Blue / White. 
 



DEMONSTRATIVE KATA CHICKS M and F 
The DEMONSTRATIVE KATA is reserved for the younger classes, 4, 5 and 6 years of age 
in the Pulcini / Children class, with the maximum degree of Orange Belt, the Kata is freely 
“invented” composition. 

INDIVIDUAL KATA PROMOTIONAL OPEN STYLE 
Individual Promotional KATA is reserved for Pre-Agonists aged from 6 to 13 years. 

This Competition is Open Style (all styles together) with the exception of Beginners 12/13 
years with the Degree of Brown and Black Belt. 

Where necessary, in the case of a few members, the organization reserves the right to 
combine categories. 

PROMOTIONAL INDIVIDUAL KATA STYLE 
The individual Promotional STYLE KATA is reserved exclusively for Pre-Agonists aged 
12/13 with the degree of Brown and Black Belt. 

The 4 Styles (Shotokan, Shito Ryu, Goju Ryu, Wado Ryu) + the Other Styles Category are 
taken into account. 

Where necessary, in the case of a few members, the organization reserves the right to 
combine categories. 

INDIVIDUAL KATA STYLE AGONISTS 
STYLE Promotional individual KATA is the Competition reserved for Competitive 
Athletes of Shotokan, Shito Ryu, Goju Ryu, Wado Ryu + the Other Styles Category. 

From White Belt to Black Belt (divided by rank) and from Cadets to Masters (+ 36 years). 

Where necessary, in the case of a few members, the organization reserves the right to 
combine categories. 

TEAM KATA DUO (PAIR) (2 athletes) OPEN STYLE 
The Team KATA Duo (Pair) is an Open Style Competition reserved for Athletes from 8 
years old divided into two bands 8-11 years and 12-15 years.  

The competition is further divided into - Male, - Female, - Mixed. 

OPEN STYLE TEAM KATA 
Team KATA is an Open Style Competition reserved for athletes from 8 years of age divided 
into 4 age groups.  

The Race is further divided into Male and Female. There is no Mixed Category (M / F).    

 



RULES OF COMPETITION KATA INDIVIDUAL and TEAMS 

Category: 
Junior can participate with the Under 21 and with the Seniors; 
Under 21 can participate with Seniors; 
Masters A + B can participate with Seniors; 
Masters C+D can participate with A + B Masters. 
 
For all Participants up to the Blue belt, the 1st Round selects the 4 finalists, the 2nd round 
determines the ranking (sum of the 1st and 2nd rounds). 
For the Brown and Black belts, in the case of 11 or more members, the 1st test selects the 
10 athletes with the highest score, the 2nd test selects the 4 athletes with the best score who 
will compete with the flag system for define the podium. 
 

FINAL FLAG SYSTEM (only for the Brown and Black belt finalists) 
After the Evaluation, the ranking will be made with the sum of the scores from the last two 
tests. 
The first ranked athlete will compete with the third ranked athlete 
The second ranked athlete will compete with the fourth ranked athlete 
The athletes who have emerged as winners from these matches will compete in the final 
The defeated athletes will be tied for third parties. 
 
Only for the Brown and Black belts, in the event that the members were less than 6, the 
athletes will still perform 2 tests, without the flag system. 
If there are three or fewer members in a Category, the organization reserves the right to 
form Rengokai Categories (interstile). 
 
Kata: The choice of kata is free (there are no lists), but a kata must be performed at each 
turn different from those already performed. 
Athletes up to Orange belt can repeat the same kata in all events. 
 

KATA DUO (PAIRS) AND TEAMS 
An athlete from the lower class and NOT the upper class can be included in the Team Kata. 
Therefore, a 6 or 7-year-old Athlete can be included in the 8-11 year old category. 
A 10 or 11 Year Old Athlete may be included in the 12-15 year old. 
An Athlete can compete in both the Duo team and the Team. 
 
 
 



WEIGHT CONTROL 
 

Athlete Control: all participants in Kumite competitions, in the event that the 

competition times are communicated, must be present 30 minutes before 

the start of their weight control competition. The weight can also be carried 

out as a sample during the competition, a tolerance of 500 grams is allowed 

for both males and females. When checking the Weight, you must show up 

with your identity document. All those who will be found out of weight will be 

excluded from the race without the possibility of being placed in the higher 

or lower category. 

The Weight is carried out with a karate-gi shirt and pants. 
 

GENERAL RULES 
 

1. Participants, under the responsibility of the President of the Club / 

Association to which they belong, must be in compliance with the 

health certifications referred to in the regulations in force and covered 

by their own insurance. Upon request, the athletes must show a valid 

identity document and / or the membership card of the Body / 

Federation / Organization. 
 

2. The half belts can be freely inserted in the lower or higher category. 
 

3. The organization declines all responsibility for any accident that may 

occur to people or things before, during and after the event. 
 

4. The Organization reserves the right, following an assessment of the 

number of participants, to make changes to this regulation, the same 

will be communicated in time. 
 

5. Participants are aware that they authorize the Organization to shoot 

videos and / or take photos during the Karate Competition in order to 

be able to publish them on social networks and / or Internet sites for 

sporting purposes, without ever compromising their dignity and 

decorum of the people concerned. 
 

6. On the day of the Event, the competition scoreboards will be displayed 

or delivered. The Organization will try to send the scoreboards before 

the competition. 
 

7. The Regulation used, except for the variations included in this press 

release, is that of the European Federation ESHRKF and World WSSHRF 

(WKF) with modifications by KTI & DA. 

8.        The number of Coaches admitted will be defined on the basis of the       

           number of Competition Areas used and the number of athletes   

           registered by the Company.These will be admitted only if in Social Suit. 

 

 



IMPORTANT 
 

Fill in the attached registration forms, without making changes and 

transformations into different formats. 

In the column "date of birth" enter the complete date: dd / mm / yyyy (day, 

month, year). 

Enter the exact actual weight in the corresponding column, this element is 

essential in the eventual case of mergers. 

Incomplete entries or on files other than those sent by us will not be 

accepted. 

The deadline for submitting entries is April 21st. 

ASK FOR CONFIRMATION OF RECEPTION. 

AWARDS 
 

The awards will be made at the end of each category. 

The awards will be made on the podium for the athletes classified from 1st to 

3rd place (tie). 

All participating Athletes will receive the Participation Diploma, which will be 

delivered to the Club Manager at the time of the Registration check. 

The medals will be awarded and delivered on the podium up to the third 

with equal merit, the other participants must remain on the competition mat 

until the end of the competition, when the first ones will be accompanied to 

the podium, they will be given the medal for the 5th and 7th place. 

 

IMPORTANT for KTI Aderenti 
 

The Competition, for the Athletes participating in the K.T.I. & D.A., is valid and 

for the purposes of the Azzurri and Azzurri classification. 

For participation in: 

 
❖ EUROPEAN CHAMPIONSHIP ESHRKF  11-12 GIUGNO 2022 - CROAZIA 

❖ WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP WSSHRF   10 GIUGNO 2022 - CROAZIA 

❖ WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP WKA  15-18 SETTEMBRE 2022 SZCZECIN - POLONIA 
❖  

 

Please read carefully all the contents of this press release, your attention and 

precision are essential for the success of the event.  

Thank you! 

Il Presidente K.T.I.&D.A. 

Pietro Antonacci 

  


